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British History
Worksheet: Types of Government Diagram 

Summary of how a democratic government is organised in the United 
Kingdom

Everyone has a right to vote in secret at a General Election for the politician they like best 
and the laws they want parliament to introduce. These are written down in documents called 
manifestos which people should read before they decide who to vote for. Everyone can own 
land, is free to do as they wish and everyone has to obey the same laws. 

The leader of the largest party becomes Prime Minister and he selects members of his 
Cabinet (a council of experts). They discuss all ideas for laws that are needed and how 
they ensure the laws parliament has passed are followed. Each member of the Cabinet 
represents an area of society such as education and with the help of expert civil servants 
they ensure new laws are correctly applied and old laws are followed so that people are not 
harmed and the country is a safe place to live. 

The political party who wins the most 
Members of Parliament, who sit in the 
House of Commons when they meet., 
forms the government. The ideas for laws 
presented in their manifesto are discussed 
by all MPs. MPs are then asked to vote 
for or against the law. If a government 
keeps losing a vote they may have to 
call an election. The government does 
not want this to happen because nothing 
will get done so if the largest party is not 
big enough to win a vote they may form 
a friendship - a coalition - with another 
party. They have to agree to select some 
ideas from both manifestos if this is the 
case. The second largest party forms the 
opposition it is their job to look carefully 
at the laws being discussed and point out 
anything that could cause people or the 
county harm. They can persuade members 
of other parties to vote against the law and/
or ask for an election to be called. 

Members of Parliament write out laws with 
the help of civil servants. The House of 
Commons votes to pass a law,The House 
of Lords carefully checks the law and 
votes to pass it. However, if they reject it 
the House of Commons can overrule them 
because they are not voted for by the people 
but are leftovers of the people who were 
the past. held the positions of Barons. 
The Queen then signs the law (gives it 
her assent). She can not reject it because 
she is a constitutional Monarch. She has to 
follow the laws of Members of Parliament 
because they have been selected by the 
people. 
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A Summary of a Feudal System

The  
King  

owns all the  
land and  
makes

all the laws.

The Barons are given land 
by the King but they have to 

promise to do as he asks and 
pay him taxes/rent for their land 

as well as train and equip Knights 
for his army. The Barons can give 

the king advice but he doesn’t have 
to listen to their views. 

The Knights are given land by the Barons but 
they have to promise to do as they are told by the 

Barons. They have to pay taxes/rent for their land and 
fight for the Baron in the Kings army, when asked. 
They have no say in how the country is governed.

The Peasants are given a tiny piece of land on which to grow their own 
food. They have to work on the Knights land and pay taxes. These can be 
paid in money or goods. They have to ask permission to do a great many 

things including the right to marry and travel to another village. Some people 
who live in towns have greater freedom of choice but anyone who learns a 

trade has to become an apprentice such as a carpenter and they have to ask 
their masters permission to marry and do every thing he asks. No peasant has a 

say in the government of the country. 
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